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serbian security services were the first in europe to develop and successfully employ icts (information and communications technologies) to identify and monitor the activities of the international terrorist organization al-qaeda. in the past five years, serbian police have raided 26 houses and 6 schools suspected of being used by the terrorist group, and arrested 20 people on suspicion of being connected
to terrorist activity. at least one of those who was arrested was connected to a failed terrorist attack on new year?s eve in 2015. in total, 120 violent extremists have been detained and around 100 have been sent to foreign prisons for trial. in december, serbian police raided an office in the u.s. state of new york where an alleged leader of al-qaeda and a recruiter for the terrorist group had been living.
according to the u. homeland security inspector general, in january 2016, serbian police used the ict tools developed as part of their counterterrorism strategy to identify and monitor individuals with european passports who were traveling around the country. based on the information gathered on those individuals, serbian police arrested and charged at least three of them, each with terrorist activities
and being part of the terrorist organization al-qaeda. the risk of radicalization and the recruitment of young people to violent extremist groups continues to be a global threat to security. the un noted that hundreds of people, including victims of terrorist attacks in 2016, were radicalized by the internet. when i was a teen, my mom would always tell me to pick my friends wisely and not trust who i dont

know, and of course, the world has become a much worse and different place in the way of communication in that regard, but in the manner that is more widespread. but if you are the right age (whether youre old or young, no matter where you are in the world) and if your sensibilities are in tact, you will notice the signs that someone is a bit off, off kilter, just not right, and need a bit of time to work out
of sorts with. i have never been one who falls for the catty and shallow.
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this is now a war on you! because you are not watching your children and you are not protecting
them! because you are letting these perverts, communists and pedophiles molest your young child!
because you are being silent about this! because you cannot show your face without being seen with
these people! our faces are covered! we are about to burn in hell and our children go to hell because

we are crying for the help of the lord. the devil's party is going to hell! we are the party of love!
sesame street and other government controlled pbs "public" media programs are the true cause of

today's teen and pre-teen girls being neglected sexually and in many other ways. there have been no
real sex education programs, soft pornography or real relationship education on these programs for
years. of course, early on these aspects of the human condition were ignored because the money
rolls in for sesame streets sponsors. clearly, political correctness (or pandering to gay marriage

supporters) has taken precedence over the more important aspects of the human condition in the
pbs tv family. serbia has sent four officers from the security sector to afghanistan as part of its

contribution to the training of the afghan security forces. maj. gen. ranko puntoric, director of the
ministry of security department for border control and external border management, said that serbia
would assist with training of security forces at khost and nangarhar provinces in the southeast of the
country. many of the channel's staff are volunteers, supported with a wage from this time of year. its

non-profit status also allows it to retain a bigger slice of the licence fee than if it were part of the
commercial tv industry. 5ec8ef588b
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